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Abstract 

.Tn Modern Greek conversation, disagreement, which can express power, can 
also be used to create solidarity among pa;rticipanis. Analysis of a segment 
of' tape-recorded, naturally occurring corl,versation demonstrates that the 
three primary speakers are pursuing different frames-that is, they have 
d~fferent purposes in the conversation-and that the.y have different styles 
of di5agreeing. The Greek man disagrees directly; the Greek UJoman briefly 
agrees before going on to disagree; the American woman disagrees in,directly. 4\ 

Analysis of other, briefer excerpts of casual co'nversation reveals that lirt
guistic m,arkers of solidarity occur at points o.f disagreemenl. These markers 
are (1) first name or figurative kinship term, often in dimin,utive form, an,d 
(2) personal analogy. Finally, t1AJO linguistic 1narkers ,freq1lently occur at 
points of disagreement: (1) the particle «pc» and (2) what UJe c(lil "ad
versative imperatives." This discussion furthers Ollf understan,ding o.f the 
relationship between power and solidarity in conversation in general, and 
in Modern Greek conversation, in particular. 

1. Introduction 

The dimensions of power and solidarity have been fundamental to 
sociolinguistic theory since Brown and Gilm.an (1960) introduced the 
concept in relation to the pronolln system. Tannen (1984, 1986, 1990) 
has explored the paradoxical nature ()f these two dynamics and the 
implications for conversatio11al discourse. l~he present paper exten<:ls 
this investigation to Modern Greek discollrse by examining the ne
gotiation of agreement and disagreement in naturally occllrring con
versati()ns tape-recorded in Greece. 

In a senst~, agreement is an expressioIl ofsolidarity, disagreement 
arl expression of power. We find, however, in the Greek conversations 
examined, that overt disagreement is tnarked by expressions of soli
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clarity. The present study begins with a discussion of the theoretical 
framework of power and solidarity. Then we examine an extended 
example of a disagreement in which two Greek speakers vie to give 
travel advice to an American. We show that the disagreement is a 
conflict of frames-that is, what participants think they are doing in 
the conversation. We examine the participants' differing styles of dis
agreement and we discuss the sense in which the disagreement itself 
is a sign of solidarity. Moving on to other, briefer examples, we show 
that disagreement is often accompanied by two types of linguistic 
markers of solidarity: (1) first name or figurative kinship term, or a 
diminutive form of one of these; and (2) personal analogy. Finally, 
we identify two linguistic markers of disagreement: (1) the particle 
p£, and (2) what we call adversative imperatives. 

2. Power and solidarity 

Brown and Gilman (1960) introduced the framework of power 
and solidarity by reference to the linguistic choices that must be made 
in languages that have "polite" and "familiar" forms of the second 
person pronoun.. The "polite" pronoun, referred to as "V" from the 
French VDUS, corresponds to the modern Greek £0£1<; "you". The "fa
miliar" pronoun, referred to as "T" from French tu, corresponds to 
modern Greek eou "you". In English, which does not have two second 
person pronouns to choose from, address terms are roughly parallel: 
title-last-name corresponds to the V pronoun, while use of first name 
corresponds to T. 

The power dynamic is in play when one party addresses the 
other with T but is addressed by V: adult to child, boss to secretary, 
teacher to student, master to servant, doctor to patient.. The solidarity 
dynamic reigns when speakers address each other in the same way; 
both use T (for example, children or close friends with each other) 
or both use V (for example1 professors or doctors who do not know 
each other well or \vho are in a formal meeting). Thus it is whether 
or not the forms of address are reciprocal, not the forms themselves, 
that determines \vhether power or solidarity is primary. Reciprocal 
forms of address, whether familiar or formal, place speakers on an 
equal footing; 1 nonreciprocal forms of address position those who 
receive V as one-up and those who receive T as one-down. 

The importance ofsymmetry, rather than formality, is illustrated 
by the following example. Tannen was once scheduled to give a talk 
entitled HThe Paradox of Power and Solidarity." The professor sched
uled to be respondent to her talk arrived dressed in a three-piece suit, 
with a ~napsack on his back. The suit was intended to represent power, 
the knapsack solidarity. These symbols sparked immediate recotroition 

among audience members. For example, if students were staging a 
demonstration, a professor who appeared in their midst dressed ca
sually and wearing a knapsack might be seen as demonstrating soli
darity with them. In contrast, if he appeared wearing a three-piece 
suit, he would be perceived as reminding them of his position of 
superior power. But these modes of dress do not necessarily have the 
same associations with power and solidarity in all situations. For a man 
at a corporate board meeting, wearing a three-piece suit would mark 
solidarity with the other board members similarly dressed, and wear
ing a knapsack would set him apart from the other participants. 

Tannen (1984, 1986, 1990) demonstrates the paradoxical rela
tionship between power and solidarity as it emerges in conversational 
discourse. Far from being mutually exclusive, power and solidarity 
entail each other. Any show of solidarity necessarily entails power, in 
that claiming similarity and intimacy has an element of control; in
timates, for example, are expected to do things for each other, and 
obligations to family and close friends often result in significant lim
itations on an individual's autonomy. Similarly, any show of power 
entails solidarity, in that controlling others" necessarily involves them 
in a relationship. It is only with someone with whom one has no 
relationship at all that one is entirely uninvolved. 

Furthermore, as Tannen (1986) puts it, "power and solidarity 
are bought with the same currency." That is, the same linguistic means 
are used to express both. This has just been seen with regard to forms 
of address: being addressed by T reflects power if its use is asym
metrical, as, for instance, when a doctor addresses a patient by first 
name, but the patient must use "Doctor" in response; on the other 
hand, being addressed by T expresses solidarity when its use is sym
metrical-as when friends address each other by first names. 

This ambiguity gives rise to potential misjudgments. Tannen 
(1986) gives the example reported by a man who visited his grand
mother in a nursing home. 2 The grandmother boasted that she was 
really "in" with the nurses because they called her "Millie." The grand
son sadly suspected that she was (fortunately) misinterpreting as a gift 
of solidarity what was really a violation of power: the nurses' insuf
ficient respect for his grandmother's status and age. Similarly, women 
are addressed by their first names more frequently than men. One 
may ask (as does Tannen 1986, 1990) whether this results from sol
idarity (people perceive women to be friendlier and feel more com
fortable with them) or power (people have less respect for women 
and see them as less important than men). It is possible for a speaker 
to intend the latter and be perceived as revealing the former, or vice 
versa. 

Tn ~ ~tllrhT h" P~Hl;rL.,.. 1100A\ ~rd_ 
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~lodern Greek, it emerges that "~,vomen, more frequently than men, 
use	 the subjunctive construction as a grammatically indirect way to 
make a request, e.g.: Na nw KciII; "Can I say something?" Yet Pavlidou 
also claims that the subjunctive shows "immediacy and involvement." 
Is using this relatively indirect means of making requests a way in 
which women display their relatively powerless role in society, or is it 
an attempt to show solidarity and perhaps politeness, which may be 
mistaken as a show of powerlessness or insecurity? 

Tannen (1986, 1990) describes a pattern by which women are 
more inclined to focus on solidarity in any interaction, men more on 
power. i\.S a result, it is common for a woman to intend a linguistic 
strategy in the spirit of solidarity but be interpreted by a man as 
exhibiting powerlessness. Evidence for this comes from the Greek 
context with respect to attitudes toward gossip. 

In discussing gossip in rural Greece, Kennedy (1986) shows that 
women value friendships with other women because friendships pro
vide them the opportunity to open their hearts; if they can tell their 
secrets to someone, they feel less isolated and lonely. Although they 
know that this opens them to the dangers of gossip, many women 
take the risk because the gain in solidarity is more important to them 
than the loss in po\ver. Dubisch (1986), however, shows that men 
regard the telling of personal and family secrets to those outside the 
family as a dangerous yielding of power to those who can use the 
information against the family. For them, the dimension of power is 
prImary. 

Crucially, the interpretation of a linguistic device in interaction 
may not match the speaker's intention. Intentions and effects may 
well be at odds. In addressing someone with the T form, one may 
intend to show friendliness but inadvertently offend by seeming to 
show lack of respect. One may address someone with V or title-Iast
name to show respect and be perceived as aloof or distant. This hap
pened to Tannen, who, unused to a language with formal and familiar 
pronouns, continued for years to address the writer Lilika Nakou, 
with whom she had become very close, with fOcie; "you", in an effort 
to show respect for her statQs as a famous writer as well as her age. 
One day Nakou corrected her: "Stop calling me £0£1C;, it sounds cold 
(lpuxpo)." 

:Nloreover, the linguistic markers of power and solidarity are not 
only ambiguous-potentially signifying either power or solidarity
but also polysemous, that is, simultaneously signifying both. Any sign 
of affection is inherently condescending because it precludes the un
equal footing of differential status. Similarly, any sign of respect is 
inherently distancing because it places the speakers on relative footings 
that reflect different levels of status. 

The preceding is a brief summary of the dynamics of power and 
solidarity. (For more discussion of power and solidarity, see Friedrich 
1972; Brown and Levinson 1987; Tannen 1986, Chapter Six; Brown 
and Gilman 1989; and Fasold 1990, Chapter One.) The remainder 
of this paper examines excerpts of naturally occurring conversations 
between women and men in Modern Greek, in order to discover the 
linguistic means by which the speakers negotiate p:ower and solidarity 
in agreement and disagreement. 

3. Power and solidarit)) in conversation 

The first example shows the ambiguity and polysemy of power 
and solidarity in giving advice. i\t the same time, it shows that disa
greement can result from conflicts in frames-that is, differing as
sumptions about what is being done by talk3 -and it illustrates the 
differing styles of agreement and disagreement displayed by three 
speakers. 

The example is taken from a conversation recorded by Tannen 
in 1978 when she was in Greece for a summer visit to the novelist 
Lilika Nakou, about whom she was in the process of writing a book 
(Tannen 1983). The conversation took place at Nakou'shome in Ha
landri, a suburb of Athens, among four speakers: Tannen, Nakou, 
Niki (a young woman who lived with Ncikou and worked for her), and 
Yargos, a young man who lived in the home of one of Nakou's good 
friends. At the time of the conversation, Tannen was about to embark 
on a short trip to Crete, to visit other Greek friends. Nakou herself 
was about to go to the island of Aegina for the rest of the summer. 
Nakou suggests that Tannen visit her on Aegina when she returns 
from Crete. Y6rgos, however, suggests an alternative trip: a visit to 
Sounion. The conversation was transcribed by Kakava. The following 
transcription conventions apply: 

a.	 Punctuation reflects intonation, not grammar. 
b.	 fBrackets show overlap:
 

L.!.wo voices at once.
 
c.	 Brackets with reversed top flap show latchin~ 

~econd voice 
begins without perceptible pause. 

d.	 -+ _Arrows highlight lines relevant to analysis. 
e.	 Underline indicates emphatic stress. 
f.	 The Greek particle E (the vowel "e" as in "ten," preceded and 

followed by a glottal stop) has no English equivalent, so in most 
cases we have not translated it. 

The Greek transcription is accompanied by word-by-word glosses for 
the benefit of linguists. The entire excerpt is followed by a free trans
lation into English. 
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Nakou: H Aiylva au 0' apeOE. 
the Aegina will you like 

2 Kpivo nOD aEV £X£l<; KUlp6. 
pity that not (you) have time 

3 IH ~AiYlva
I the i\egina 

4 Deborah: I LTf}V Aiytvu fiu l::ivm wpaia. 
~ the Aegina will be nIce 

5 Nfki: I	 ~r aptoEl noAu. 
me like a lot 

6 eo £lva1 wpaia. 
will be nice 

7 'Y6rgos: IAAA6 eival wpaia 01:0 LOUVlO 

but is nice at the Sounion 

8 Y10U EXEl nlolva 1:0 ~EVo00XEio anD Ka1:W, 

because has pool the hotel from below 

9 11 
the 

f)cil\aooa 
sea 

KOna. 
close 

10 Deborah: natO 
which 

~£vocS0XEio; 

hotel 

11 Yorgos: Cape Sunio 
Cape Sounion 

12 Deborah: I	 a TII}yoivQUV Th\oumol; 
oh (they) go rich 

13 Yorgos: I Kona onc; KOAWVE\;, val. 
close to the columns yes 

14 Deborah:	 E€VOl; 
foreigners 

15 Y6rgos: E€VOl, val. 
foreigners yes 

L..-- " 

16 Nakou:	 npoia £ivaI alia va ODD nUl 
nice (it) is but to you (1) tell 

17 Deborah: 

18 

19 Y6rgos: 

20 Deborah: 

21 Y6rgos: 

22 Nakou: 

23 

24
 

25
 

26 Niki:
 

27 Deborah:
 

28 Niki:
 

29 Deborah:
 

30 Nakou:
 

31 
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3EVOl Kal nl1yalvouv EKE! 

foreigners and (they) go there 

Kal }lEVOUV }ltPE<; EKEi; 
and (they) stay days there 

NUl. 

yes 

EKE!; 

there 

I	 "EX£l }lnavyKaAoou<; EKEi nEpa. 
has bungalows there beyond 

H wpaloTEpq oq- yta }ltva
 
the nicer spo- for me
 

uUa Kat ytU	 1:0Ue; ~EVOUc; an' on olapa~a, 

but and for	 the foreigners from what (I) read 

TO WpUlO1:EpO OI}}lEio £ivalo- mIl {lEU TI1<; Aiytvac;, 
the nicer spot is the- at the view of the Aegina 

I yt aUTO KavavE Kat 1:0 van TOU AnoMwvoc; EKE!. 

for this made and the temple of the Apollo there 

I	 ~EV £XEIc; DaEI nOTE EKEl n€pa; 
not (you) have gone never there beyond 

IMpp 
mmm 

~EV eXEu; naEI; 
not (you) have gone 

'ExwnuEl	 060 <po-06o- -CpEle; <popEe;. 
(I) have gone two ti- two- three times 

I Alia oX! 
but not 

-€-l:ffi--- -~lQg:ulHl--;

thus hastily 

No naEl Kavac; yta l6uo-1:pEU; pepce; 
to go someone for Itwo-three days 
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32 Y6rgos:	 I LTO LOvVlo lOiVOl U>paia, 
~t the Sounion is nice 

33	 va }l£lVE1\; £KEI nuvw mov Nao 'IOU TIooElowva. 
to stay there up at the temple of the Poseidon 

34	 DOLO £lva1 EKEl;
 

which is there
 

35 Nakou:	 Nal.
 
yes
 

36 "'"orgos:	 EKE! EivQl wpaia.
 
there is nice
 

37	 f"3€pCH:; 1:1 KOO}lOC; naEl EKEl llEpa;

I (you) kno~' what people go there beyond
 

I :~XU>38 Nakou: nan.lJ!) have gone 

39 Y"orgos:	 2€pEl<; naVE novw Kal KU{}OVTOl,
 

(you) know (they) go up and (they) sit
 

40	 DaVE EK6po}lQ J:lc 1:a nODA-pOV
 
go excursion with the buses
 

41	 Kal KOTEJ3aivouv ana KCtTW 0"10 Atyaio, 
and (they) go down from down at the i\.egean 

42	 EXEl Eva- Kau l:aJ3EpvEC;,
 
has one some tavernas
 

43	 Kal Elval KOVTU atI} tlaAaooo,
 
and are close to the sea
 

44	 naVE Kat TpWVE Kat Kavouv Kal pnavlo. 
(they) go and eat and do and swim 

45 Nakou:	 Nut TO ~EPW
 

yes it (I) know
 

46	 ~\Aa OEV Elvat unOtO }lIlpoma.

I but not is nothing in front
 

47 Nfki:	 I ~£V £Xu> uaa lOyw nOTE.
 
~ot (I) have gone 1 never
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48 Vargas:	 Ka"-a fia fJplOfi£{ K1 allo l
 
well will be found and another I
 

49 Nakou: InaP.E p.ta	 pEpa. 
~e)go one	 day 

50 Deborah: I	 ea qlJ£Aa va naw.
 
would wanted to (1) go
 

51 Nakou: I	 .A.AAn Elval }.1oKpta, Duo WpEC; ana EOW.
 
but is far two hours from here
 

52 Y6rgos:	 Nai, oDo wpcc;. E 0Xl Kat oDO u)PE~. 
yes two hours no and two hours 

53 Nakou: E OEV a~i~El	 l:OV Kono. 
not worth the effort 

54 Deborah: MEWl n01:E ... 
until when 

55 Nakou:	 Evu> }Ito wpa na<; OTIJ.V AlYlva
 
While one hour (you) go to the Aegina
 

56	 Kat alla~£H;. 

and (you) change 

Translation 

1 Nakou: You'd like Aegina.
 
2 It's a pity that you don't have time.
 
3 fAegina
 
4 Deborah: L!t must be lovely on Aegina'l
 
5 Nfki: I like it a lot.
 
6 It'll be lovel;l
 
7 Y6rgos: . LBut It'S lovely at Sounlon
 
8 because the hotel has a pool down below.
 
9 The sea is close by.
 

10 Deborah: Which hotel?
 
11 Y6rgos: Cape Sounion.
 
12 Deborah: rOh. Do rich people go there?
 
13 Y6rgos: L Near the columns, yes.
 
14 Deborah: Foreigners?1
 
15 Y6rgos: Uoreigners, yes.
 
16 Nakou: It is lovely but I would say
 
17 Deborah: Fo~eigners, and they go there
 
18 and stay there for days?
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19 Y6rgos: 
20 Deborah: 
21 Y'6rgos: 
22 Nakou: 
23 
24 
9'"_.::>
 

26 Nik.i:
 
27 Deborah: 
28 Niki: 
29 Deborah: 
30 Ncikou: 

31 
32 Y6rgos: 
33 
34 
35 Nakou: 
36 Y6rgos: 
37 
38 Nakou: 
39 Y6rgos: 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 Ncikou: 
46 
47 Niki: 
48 Vargos: 
49 Nakou: 
50 Deborah: 
51 Nakou: 
52 Y6rgos: 
53 Nakou: 
54 Deborah: 
55 Nakou: 
56 

Yes. 
Ther~

LThere are bungalo\\l~s there. 
The most beautiful sp- for me 
but also for foreigners from what I've read, 
the most beautiful spot is the- the view of Aegina

rand that's why they built Apollo's temple therel. 
L!:Iaven't you ever been there? 

mm 
You haven't been? 
I've gone two ti - two or three time~ 

~ut not like 
that, in a rush. 
One should go for [two or three days. 

L!t's lovely at Sounion
 
to stay up there at Poseidon's temple.
 
Which one is there?
 
Yes.
 
It's lovely there.
 
Do you [know how many people go there?
 

~ve gone.
 
You kno",,~ they go up there and they stay,
 
they go on excursions by bus
 
and they go do\vn to the Aegean sea,
 
there is a- some tavernas,
 
and it's close to the sea,
 
they go and they eat and they go swimming, too.
 
Yes, I kno,"v
 

Ibut it's nothing compared to
L!'ve never been. 

\Vell there'll be anothe~ 
~et's go one day. 

I'd /like to go. 
Uut it's far away, two hours from here. 

Yes, two hours. ~NO' not even two hours.
 
Well, it's not worth the effort.
 
Until when
 

While in an hour you can go to Aegina
 
and change scenery.
 

3.1 Disagreement as a conflict in frames . •'\ global aspect of this interaction 
is a conflict in frames-that is, what participants think they are doing 
in the conversation. For Tannen and Nakou, who became deeply 
attached to each other during the time that Tannen lived in Greece 
to research and begin writing the book about Nakou, the impending 
separation is a threat to solidarity. The suggestion that Tannen visit 

Nakou on Aegina before she leaves Greece for another undetermined 
number of years is an attempt to repair that threat.4 Y6rgos, however, 
is operating within a different "frame," that is, a different under
standing of what the conversation is about. He talks as though "a visit 
to Aegina" is "a way for an American visitor to enjoy Greece" rather 
than "a way for Tannen and Nakou to enjoy one last meeting." This 
difference in frames is one of several forces driving the conversation. 

3.2 Power and solidarity in giving advice. This example shows, further
more, the ambiguity and polysemy of giving advice. When Yorgos 
offers an alternative suggestion for Tannen's vacation, is he trying to 
be nice (a display of solidarity), trying to show that he has superior 
wisdom (a subtle display of power, since the one who knows more is 
one-up), or trying to bend her will to his by determining her actions 
(a more obvious display of power)? Probably he is doing all these and 
more. Furthermore, the interaction can be seen as a power struggle 
between Yorgos and Nakou over who is going to influence the Amer
ican visitor. 

3.3 Styles ofdisagreeing. The example also shows differences in linguistic 
means of disagreeing. Yorgos disagrees openly. When he introduces 
his suggestion of Sounion as a destination preferable to Aegina, his 
utterance comes as a disagreement with the foregoing conversation, 
and is marked overdy by his use of the adversative conjunction alia 
"but": 

7 AA.\o elval wpala OLO LOUV1.0.
 
But it's lovely at Sounion.
 

Later, when Nakou argues that Sounion is too far from Athens to 
warrant the trip (51 All6 elval pOKpHl, bUo wp£C; ana cow "But it's 
far, two hours from here"), Y6rgos first agrees but then changes his 
mind and contradicts her explicitly: 

52 Nat, ouo Wpe<;. E- oX! Kat BuD £OpeC;.
 
Yes. Two hours. No, surely not two hours.
 

Yorgos never grants the advantages of Aegina; instead, he argues 
repeatedly for the advantages of Sounion: it has a swimming pool and 
the sea is nearby (lines 8-9); there are bllngalows (line 21); there are 
organized bus excursions (line 40); there are tavernas by the sea (lines 
42-43). When Nakou argues that Aegina has the Temple of Apollo 
(line 25), George counters that Sounion has the Temple of Poseidon 
(line 33). 
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In contrast, Nakou grants Y6rgos his points about Sounion be
fore disagreeing implicitly by extolling the virtues of Aegina and ex
plicitly by discounting those of Sounion. Nakou begins by agreeing 
with Yorgos's evaluation (7 AAAo Elval wpala 01:0 LOUVlO "But it ~ 
lovely at Sounion") by repeating his evaluation (16 WpOlO Elval "it ~ 

lovely"), but she goes on to disagree: 

16 OpuiQ Elval a.(~\a va OOD nw
 
It ~ lovely but I ,vould say
 

22 H WPOIOl:EPI1 011- )'1.0 }lEva
 
The most beautiful spo- for me
 

23 aA..\.u Kal Yia Love; ~evovc; an' on ol(l~a~a,
 

but also for foreigners from what I've read,
 

24 1:0 WpatOTEpO oI}}l£io Elval 0- mT} {}€Q 'IllS i\.iYlvae;
 
the most beautiful spot is the- the view of _Aegina
 

Perhaps Nakou interrupts herself in line 22 in order to counter what 
she perceives as the thrust of the argument that foreigners like to go 
to Sounion. 

"Vhen, in response to Nakou's reference to the Temple of Apollo 
on Aegina, Y6rgos refers to Sounion's Temple of Poseidon, Nakou 
at first ostensibly agrees (35 Nal "Yes"; 45 Nall:O ~EPW "Yes I know"), 
but then goes on to disagree (46 aUn o£v Elval unOl:O pnpoma
abut it's nothing compared to-"). Similarly, before pointing out that 
Sounion is too far away from ~-\thens (51 AAACi Elval pUKpl.Ct "but it's 
far away"), she agrees with Yorgos to the extent of suggesting that 
she and Tannen should go to Sounion some day (49 napE pIa }lepa 
~'let's go one day"). Note, ho,\vever, that by suggesting that she and 
Tannen go together she ratifies Yorgos's praise for Sounion but not 
his advice that Tannen go there instead of visiting her in Aegina. In 
the end, she states her disagreement with Y6rgos in no uncertain 
terms: 53 E DEV a~i~£ll:OV Kono "Well it's not worth the effort". 

In contrast to her tendency to agree with Yorgos before dis
agreeing with him, ,vhich may be seen as relatively conciliatory, Nakou 
is more contentious with Tannen. When Tannen says she has been to 
..A.egina OUO-tpElc; <P0PE~ "two or three times" (line 29), Nakou discounts 
her previous visits (30 M\u oX! El:m 131uOUKO "But not like that, in a 
rush"). This contentiousness, however, is clearly aimed at solidarity: 
Nakou wants her young American friend to visit her on Aegina, so 
if having been there before is a counterindication to going again, 
Nakou is not about to accept it. Perhaps it is their greater friendliness, 

or perhaps the parent-child-like footing between them, that enables 
the older woman to chide her young friend. 

The verbal behavior of Tannen, the American participant, is in 
striking contrast to that of both Greek speakers in that she never 
disagrees openly. Quite the contrary, she expends considerable verbal 
effort to mitigate and mask her disagreement. When Tannen asks 
Yorgos, with reference to Sounion, 12, 14 TIqyalvouv IIAoumol; EEVOI; 
"Do rich people go there? Foreigners?" she is implying that she is not 
interested. Although she is a foreigner, she does not want to go where 
other foreigners go, and, as a graduate student at the time, she is 
certainly not rich and neither could nor would want to go where rich 
people go. Her disagreement is so indirect, however, that Yorgos 
misses it. Although he ignores her question about the rich, he asserts 
that indeed foreigners do go to Sounion (15 3tVOl vai "Foreigners, 
yes") and continues extolling the virtues of the place. He seems to be 
assuming that the prospect of going to Sounion will 1:?e more rather 
than less appealing to this foreigner if other foreigners go there. 

Most of Tannen's verbal energy is devoted to agreeing with 
Nakou. When Nakou says that Tannen would like Aegina, Tannen 
agrees: 4 LTIIv Aiytva ao Elval wpaia "It must be lovely on Aegina". 
When Nakou suggests that they go to Sounion together one day, she 
again agrees: 50 ea qflEAu va naw "I'd like to go". In fact, Tannen 
recalls that she wanted to spend time with Nakou, and the end of the 
story is that she did visit Nakou on Aegina when she returned from 
Crete. Needless to say, she did not go to Sounion, and never considered 
going there. 

3.4 Disagreement as solidarity. In recalling her years spent living in and 
visiting Greece, Tannen remembers her conversations with Greeks as 
an unending but futile effort to be agreeable. Nal "yes", pejiuiw<; 
"certainly", myoupa "sure", aKplj3wc;; "exactly", onwooqnoTE "abso
lutely", xwpi<; alio "without any doubt", and <pUOlKCt "of course" were 
constant interjections in her speech, chanted almost like a litany. Yet 
somehow these earnest markers of agreement often reaped a harvest 
of disagreement. The following excerpt is a brief example of how this 
happened. 

The excerpt is from another conversation that took place at 
Nakou's home in Hahindri, this time including Tannen, Nakou, and 
a friend of Nakou's whom we will call Mrs. Pappas. Mrs. Pappas has 
been telling about having made formal complaints to the police about 
a construction crew that persisted in working through the siesta hour, 
an annoyance that is also illegal. Tannen attempts to sunnort Mr'! 
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Pappas's position, yet her agreement is not quite accepted; instead, it 
is reframed as if in disagreement: 

Deborah:	 "EXerE 6iKtO.
 
(you) have right
 

~frs. P:	 Eyw ~ BiKtO.
 
I have right
 

Kon€lla pou, ()EV ~£pw av EXW ()tKlO ii 
girl my not know if (I have) right or 

bEY EXW OlKIO. 

not have right 

All6 EYW unEpaoni~o}lal TO OUllq>€poVICt pou 
But I defend the interests my 

Kal to OlKU®P.Ol:cl }lou. 
and the righ~ my 

Translation 

Deborah:	 You're right. 
Mrs. P:	 I am right. 

My dear girl, I don't know if I'm right or not right. 
But I'm defending my interests 
and my rights. 

Mrs. P. seems to accept Tannen's assessment by repeating it 
(Eyw £Xw OiK10 "1 am right"), but she does not lexicalize agreement 
by saying "yes"; her emphasis on the verb £XU> seems somehow con
tentious in tone. She then undercuts that agreement (oev ~€PW av EXW 
6iKlO Ii o£v EXW OlK10 "1 don't know if I'm right or not right") and 
goes on to redefine the explanation of her behavior in her own, 
different terms (€yw unEpaoni~ollal La OU}l<p€pOVl:Q }.lOU Kat La 

DIKOIWllULO }lOU "I'm defending my interests and my rights"). 
Tannen recalls the gnawing discomfort she frequently felt in 

Greece when trying to be agreeable and getting responses that seemed 
determined to resist her agreement. 

Pomerantz (1984: 77) claims that speakers prefer agreement in 
interaction Has comfortable, supportive, reinforcing, perhaps as being 
sociable and as showing that they are like=minded." Tannen (1990) 
demonstrates at length that American women prefer agreement to 
disagreement to a greater degree than do American men. Disagree
ment, it seems, is not as disagreeable to native speakers of modem 
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Greek-male or female-as it is to Americans.5 In this sense, Tannen's 
discomfort with Greeks' disagreement resulted from a cross-cultural 
misunderstanding involving power and solidarity. She was frustrated 
because she felt distanced and put down when her attempts to agree 
were met with contentious responses. In an attempt to make things 
right, she stepped up her efforts to achieve agreement, consequently 
overusing the agreement phrases noted above. Her Greek interlocu
tors were probably puzzled, irritated, and bored by her relentless 
agreement, and probably stepped up their contentiousness in their 
efforts to liven up the interaction.6 

4. Solidarity markers in disagreement 

The preceding example evidences two ways in which the poten
tially power-tinged act of disagreement is marked by solidarity: 
Nakou's tendency to verbalize agreement before going on to disagree, 
and Tannen's indirect expression of disagreement. However, there is 
a sense in which disagreement itself can be a marker of solidarity. 

Kakava (1989) claims, following Schiffrin's (1984) study of East 
EuropeanJewish conversation, that contemporary Greeks in in-group 
settings, such as casual conversation among family and friends at 
home, may use contentiousness as a form of sociability. This seems to 
be the dynamic at play in the preceding example. Throughout the 
Greek conversations studied, the friendly nature of disagreement is 
linguistically marked by the appearance of solidarity markers at the 
point of disagreement. One such marker is the use of address terms: 
first names, diminutives of first names, or figurative kinship terms.7 

Another is personalization of the argument.. These will be illustrated 
in turn. 

4.1 Terms of address. Marianthi Makri-Tsilipakou recorded a casual 
conversation among two couples in Thessaloniki.8 In one segment of 
this conversation, examined by Kakava, the seven pages of transcript 
in which there was no argument contained no use of names in direct 
address. However, in a ten-page segment in which an argument 
erupted, names were used eight times (only by the two women 
present). Six of these eight instances occurred at points of disagree
ment, whereas two did not. Of the six instances of names used at 
points of disagreement} two ,vere used by a woman addressing the 
other woman, and four were used by women addressing men. 

For example, one segment of the discussion concerns how often 
and why people tend to go out for entertainment. One of the women, 
Katerina, argues that it depends on ag;e: the vounQ"~r {)np ~~ --- ..... -~1"h.Q 
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one likes to go out. The other ,vornan argues that it is more a matter 
of individual personality. In doing so, she inserts her friend's name 
mid-sentence: 

~	 TIapoA' aUTO 6}lw~ KOLEpiva
 
Besides these however Katerina
 

£yw DIOT£UW OTl DEY eLVai lloVO aUto. 
I believe that not is only this 

Eival {lE}la va Eloal Kal T£l:OlO~ av{)pwnOC;. 
(it) is issue to be and such person 

Translation 

~	 Still and all, though, Katerina
 
I think it's not only that.
 
The point is to be that kind of person.
 

The name comes ·at the end of a string of introductory words signaling 
the ensuing opposition. 

A similar pattern emerges in the dinner table conversation re
corded by Kakava-a conversation that took place among her family 
in Halkida, Greece.9 The participants were Kakava, her parents, and 
her youngest sister, Fotoula. The conversation at this point concerned 
current events: the much-publicized affair between then Prime Min
ister Papandreou, who was 69, and a 35-year-old woman (whom he 
subsequently married). Fotoiila, who was sixteen, argued that the 
woman must have fallen in love with the prime minister. Her older 
sister, Christina, who is a full dozen years older, argued that the woman 
more likely had motives other than love. In the conversational excerpt 
that follows, Kakava posits what is to her a more plausible explanation 
of the woman's motives: by having an affair with the prime minister, 
and getting her name on the front pages, the young woman may feel 
that she is accomplishing something notable. Fotoula dismisses this 
explanation, saying that having an affair would be too high a price 
to pay for such a benefit: 

Christina:	 8€.\w va OOD nw AOlnov,
 
want to you tell therefore
 

TO y£yovoC; OU }lOVO Kal }lovo
the fact that only aIld only 

OU aUTtl. EylV£, 

that she became 
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pnI}KE mo- UtO IlpWLO ll£l:wno -rwv v£wv 
entered in the in the first front of the news 

0' OA11. TllY EA100a, (lines omitted) 
in all the Greece, 

£	 OOV A£El «EvTa~El, eyw KOTu<pEpa KaTl, 

you (she) says okay 1 achieved something 

EKava KCtU», KaLuAopEC;; 
(1) did something," do you understand 

~Fotoula:	 TIOAV }.1EyOAO l:i}lI}}.1u pE XP10UVUKl
 

very big price re Christinaki
 

va IlAI}pWOEIc; navl:w~. 

to pay anyhow 

Translation 

Christina:	 So the point I'm making is, 
merely the fact that 
that she became, 
that she made the headlines 
allover Greece, (lines omitted) 
she must have thought, "Okay, I accomplished 
something, 
I did something." You see what I mean? 

-+ Fotoula:	 In any case, that's a very high price re Christinaki 
to pay. 

At the point of disagreement, Fotoula addresses her older sister with 
an affectionate form of her name, the diminutive Christinaki. 

In the twenty-six minutes of this dinner table conversation re
corded and analyzed by Kakava, Fotoula, the youngest family member 
present and the youngest of three sisters, is as argumentative as the 
rest. However, she uses the most terms of address to mark disagree
ment: }lalla "mom" twice, p1rIEpa "mother" once, p.napna "dad" twice, 
Xpl<J1iva once, and XplouvaKl twice, and she uses them only when 
she is disagreeing with the addressee. In contrast, Christina uses papa 
"mom" only once. 

That the youngest child would participate fully in a family ar
gument might surprise some Americans. But Aschenbrenner (1986: 
42, 45) observes that Greek families encourage children to express 
emotion, opinions, and disa~eement in the Driv~tP f~nnl1v rAni'~vt-
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(though not with outsiders). Why, however, does Fotoula use the most 
solidarity markers in disagreeing? i\t sixteen, Fotoula is a teenager, 
and teenagers are caught at a crucial moment ofdevelopment in terms 
of the tension between power and solidarity, as Tannen (1986) ob
serves. ~>\s children, they were completely under the power of their 
families and also blessed by their families' protection. As adults, they 
will have to give up some of this protection in order to achieve a 
greater measure of autonomy. Caught in transition between these 
states, Fotoula may be using disagreement to claim her right to par
ticipate in arguments with the adults. But she may mitigate her dis
agreement with solidarity markers because she is aware of her position 
as the lowest-ranking member by age. 10 

4.2 Personalization of conflict. Another marker of solidarity found in 
the Greek conversations is the personalization of an argument at the 
point of disagreement. A brief example comes from the same con
versation as the preceding one. Here Fotoula uses a personal analogy 
in order-to drive home her point. The discussion is focused on another 
aspect of Papandreou's affair: when the prime minister entered a 
hospital in London, his girlfriend was in constant attendance, and his 
estranged \vife did not visit him. Fotoula argues that Papandreou's 
wife was wrong not to visit her husband in the hospital, but her mother 
argues that the \vife may not have been able to approach him because 
of the presence of the other woman. In challenging her, Fotoula 
figuratively places her mother in Mrs. Papandreou's position: 

1 Fotoula:	 ilqAaoI) a}la 1)~EPEC;
 

that is if (you) knew
 

2	 nwc; 0 avrpac; ODD 1)Tav JlE pIa aliI} OLD 
that the husband your was with an other in the 

j\ovoivo, 
London 

3	 DEY fia TIt1yalvcC; va tOV OtU;;
 
not will go to him see
 

4	 L1EV fio EiX£<:; Evb1.a<pEpov yta tI)v uyefa TOU; 

not will (you) had interest for the health his 

5 N1itera:	 nOlO<; ~€PE1.;
 

~,,"ho ~'O,\,.s
 

6 Fotoula: ea TO }lo{}alV£<; ana lIlY lI}A£6puOI}, 0I}Auoii; 
will it learned from the t.v. that is 
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7 A, wpaia. 
oh nice 

1 Fotoula: 

Translation 

You mean to say, if you knew 
2 that your husband was with another woman in London 
3 you wouldn't go to see him? 
4 You wouldn't have any interest in his health? 

5 1viother:	 Who knows? 

6 Fotoula: In other words, you'd find out about it on t.v.? 
7 Dh, that's great! 

Fotoula puts her mother on the spot by personalizing the argument. 
Whereas the mother excused Mrs. Papandreou's failure to visit her 
husband in the hospital, Fotoula forces her to extend this to her own 
situation: would she not visit her own husband ifhe were in the hospital 
in London? The mother evades the question (5 TIOIOc; ~£P£l "Who 
knows"), apparently unwilling either to change her opinion about Mrs. 
Papandreou or to go on record as saying she would not visit her 
husband in the hospital. This permits Fotoula to score a point by 
remarking sarcastically on the resulting appearance of impropriety 
(6-7 ea "[0 pat)alvE<; anol:I}v LIJ.AEopaoI}, OI}AUcSi}; A cupaia "In other 
words, you'd find out about it on t.v.? Oh, that's great"). 

5. Linguistic markers of disagreement 

The preceding discussion illustrates the dynamics of disagree
meIit in Greek conversation as well as the use of solidarity markers 
at the point of disagreement. In the remaining discussion, we identify 
two linguistic strategies that tend to appear at the point of disagree
ment: the particle p€ and what we call adversative imperatives. 

5.1 «Pe» as a marker of friendly disagreement. The earlier example in 
which Fotoula addresses her sister as Christintiki also shows the use of 
the particle re immediately preceding the name: re Christinaki. We 
conclude, based on analysis of all the conversations examined, that re 
is a pervasive formulaic marker of friendly disagreement. 

The formulaic nature of re coupled with an affectionate term of 
address is most apparent in the widespread formulaic expression oX! 
pE na16i }lou "no, my child", where the lexical item most clearly as
sociated with disagreement, oX! "no", is linked with the particle re and 
two solidarity markers: a figurative kinship term, and the possessive 
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pronoun. Nloreover, when used by women, this expression is typically 
uttered in high pitch, a paralinguistic marker of affection which is 
typically used in speech to babies, children, and intimates. In another 
extended body ofconversational data, a fifty-minute argument among 
four friends (two men and two women, one of whom was Kakava), 
there '"ere 20 instances of nalO! }lOU "my child", of which 16 occurred 
"vith the particle re. ll 

5.2 A4dversative imperatives. A final type of linguistic marker of dis
agreement that occurs in all the conversations examined is what we 
call adversative imperatives. They include such familiar imperatives 
as KoiTa~£ "look", owna "be quiet", K<iIO£ "sit", np60E~E "pay attention", 
aKou "listen", KOlTa va OEl<; "look to see", and fAu va oou nw "come 
for me to tell you". For example, in the following excerpt from the 
dinner table conversation, the discussion has turned to whether or 
not Papandreou's girlfriend has a rightful place at the hospital with 
him. The father argues that, by her constant presence, she is protecting 
the prime minister from would-be assassins. The mother disagrees: 

-7	 KoiTa~E va DEle;
 
look to (you) see
 

bEV K€poi~El(; KUl unOTU TO-

not (you) earn and nothing the 

va TOV OKOTWO£H; TOV av-fipwno 
to the (you) kill the person 

Translation 

~	 Look
 

you wouldn't gain anything
 
by killing the man.
 

Like the other solidarity markers discussed, the adversative impera
tive, uttered in the familiar second person, marks the point of dis
agreement by introducing the oppositional proposition. 

6. Summary 
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in frames. We also examined the individual differences in the linguistic 
means by which the three participants displayed their agreement and 
disagreement: the Greek man expressed disagreement directly and 
without mitigation; the Greek woman prefaced disagreement with 
agreement; and the American woman expressed agreement directly 
and disagreement indirectly. Next, we showed that disagreement is 
frequently accompanied by linguistic markers of solidarity: address 
terms (first names, kinship terms, or diminutives) and personal anal
ogy. Finally, we identified two linguistic markers of friendly dis
agreement: the particle re and what we term adversative imperatives. 

7. Conclusion 

Agreement is inherently symmetrical: saying "We believe the 
same thing" implies "We are equally right, equally wise." Disagreement 
is asymmetrical: it says, "We are different," and it is a short-maybe 
an inevitable-step from "We're different" to "I'm right, so you're 
wrong," or "I know, and you don't." Asymmetry is the essence of the 
power dynamic, symmetry of solidarity. Why, then, are solidarity 
markers used to mark disagreement? Perhaps it is a way to redress 
the power imbalance: whereas the disagreement pushes interlocutors 
away, the affectionate term of address brings them closer. Further
more, it is a means to reinforce involvement, which is potentially 
threatened by disagreement. In this sense, the solidarity markers that 
accompany disagreement can be seen to counteract the effects of the 
disagreement. But, in another sense, they can be seen simply to re
inforce the solidarity that can be inherent in disagreement. As Schif
frin (1984) and Ong (1981) argue, taking oppositional stances can be 
a means of creating involvement, especially if the opposition is ritual 
rather than literal. The contentious character of Greek conversation 
may be understood in this light. If it is, then the use of solidarity 
markers does not conflict with the spirit of disagreement but rather 
reinforces the solidarity function of disagreement in modern Greek 
conversation. 

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY 

The examlnauon of modern Greek conversation among women 
and men in three different casual, naturally occurring settings has 
resulted in the following findings. First, we examined an extended 
discussion in which two Greeks differed in their advice to an American 
visitor. We discussed the subtle interplay of power and solidarity in 
giving advice and showed that the disagreement evidenced a conflict 
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I l. hnLlh -l.lHtu'U ~,tld ( .hristina Kakava 

\ ~! 

~(' rf ~ 

•Ackno7.i.1ledgrru.'llt\ Debol.,ll 1.1I11U·t) would h""t' to thJnk Edmund Keeley, Dimitri 
(.\ IIHhcas, andJohll (Jlloll~S lOI la~l nHIHue translauon consultation. They did not check 
odl {! 7H~ ... Llll!lnS, however, so any remaining infelicities are the rt'sponslhlhty of rhe 

Hld'ill"

Il~onInan (1981: 128) defines "footing" as "the alignment we take up to ollrsclv~s 
and the others present as expressed in the "vav we nldll.l~t" the production or reception 
of an utteran<.T" D~\vies and Harre (1990) \.h(· tht" term "posItioning" to express a 

,'allt"U COlH t'pt 
I he (''I..lluplt \\ ,I .... Clnglnally provided by Ralph Fasold, to WhOlll thanks. 

""rlie lct III .'lId 4 P!\(Cpt ....frame" traces to Bates~n (1972) and is devcl()ped by 
Goffman \1~7~1) It 1\ ('plorcd HI conversational ,hsf:ourse by Tannen (1986) and 
1 ,Jl\nen and \Vallat <.lYtS7)- tramlng lelt:'l~ Lv superordulate messages (in Bateson's 
tel Ill'" "metamessages") about how utterances are intended. In Bateson's classic example, 
a lJllt or punch deHotf" _ttl ,_fliH k within the franle of fighting but could be refrarned 

~l" pLn-flll h\ dH 11\( t.lllll::.~d.ge '-'ThIs IS pla~o" 
"The threat to solidarity inherent in leave-taking, and the desire to repair it by 

reference to a reunion, is reflected linguistically in the leave-taking fonnuJa KoAi} 
({\ l~q..HI)ClIl I.O\llt'i\ .1Iul ()ltck \ I(n,,\ 1) 1I."n." rhe 11\t' of \Iodern (~reek verbal formulas 

"lit It dS this 01ll 

5It is, however, lllUlC JlsJgn..Tdble toJapanese speakers than it is to most A..mericans, 

as Yamada (1992) argues and demonstrates. 
iJ-rhc technICal term for this mutually aggravating process is complementary schis

mogellC 'li'" d\.th....OO 1972). which Tannen (1986) describes as common in cross-cultural 

C01111111111 1\ .tflol! 

,ot ... hoWII helt'. hut similar and relah.-d III ll~{', art" terms of endcannent such 

,I" dyurlll p..Oll "lIn 10\("." KU\f "good one," dnd, dS seen In the preceding exanlple, 

~(Jllf.\J\a }.lou "m) ~dear) guo''', 
iSWe are grateful to ~Iakn- fSlhpakou for permission to use her recordings, which 

were, like all the conversations anah zed here, transcribed by Christina Kakava. 
9Some of the examples discusstd here also appear in Kakava (1989). 
l0Tannen surveyed students in an anthropology class at Princeton University, Fall 

1991, wllh regard to participation in family dinners In their homes. Several American 
student'- noted that a teenaged sister habitually engaged in arguments with the father 
at the dtllilel" I,thk rll1~ relIltor\es the hypothesis that teenagers may seek disagreement 

tP 4\,,~{"rt thClr lndept:tldent:c. 
11( )ther vanants of pf are ~PE (for example, the father in the dinner table con

\"Ct'"It ,. HI "dVS E\a ~p£ "come on vre", and Fotoula says ~p£ nCl100Kl }lou "we my little 
dllld", ~ll\d P.WpE (as in the commonly heard 0Xl }.lwp€ and clYl:E }lwp£). The fifty-minute 
ill').~lIIlH'nt just referred to included three instances of nOlolcl "children" (more readily 
trl:lll',l.ltcd "guys"), of whiCh one was preceded by vre and one by reo 
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